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I’m gonna read and summarize Apple’s
proposed App Store settlement on a class-action
lawsuit (not Epic).

Source docs:
Apple’s Press Release
apple.com/newsroom/2021/…

Proposed Settlement to Judge PDF
s3.documentcloud.org/documents/2104…

1. Apple’s press release says “clarifies”, not
“changes”. !

This part *sounds* like Apps can use non-App-
Store purchase options – but no. It just says
Apps can email offers to the customers.

Like this example email. That’s literally all this
says.

2. Second sentence: Apple is gonna add more
price points. "  OK.

So instead of $39.99, $44.99, $49.99.
It’ll be $39.99, $40.99, $41.99, $42.99…
$999.99. 

Literally that’s exactly what will happen.

3. And final substantive sentence from Apple’s
press release, they’re gonna establish a “fund to
assist qualifying US developers”.

OK so that’s basically just for self “punishment”.
$100M

Also… pretty sure that’s so the class action
lawyers can a healthy cut. #

4. Agree to maintain the small business program
for 3 years… pretty sure that’s BAD.

We want them to edit it to match Google’s: first
$1M is 15% fee, period.

5. App Store search will rank things exactly as
you’d expect they would and Apple promises
they won’t take a spiffs or play favorites. 

Yay "

6. Apps can:

- ask for a user’s email
- and if they check a box to receive offers
- then app can email an offer, but not show it in
the app

"  … as an exercise, imagine if that WASN’T
allowed: you are not allowed to email offers to
customers. Ha

(6b. Yes, other devs, I’m aware of how it’s
currently written, this is to illustrate the point.)

7. OK so that was Apple’s press release. 

- all clarifications, no changes
- Apps can email their users with offers (duh?)
- Small Business Program (that we wish would
improve) not change for 3 years
- pay devs $100M (voluntary self punishment)

HUGE nothing-burger so far.

8. On to the actual legal settlement, which I
expect to say nothing.

So far this is a huge huge huge win for Apple.
Nothing changed.

9. I dunno how much more of this I can stand…

About 20% of this is true… and nothing
changed…

10. Devs who make a claim will get this much.
But triple it, because they only expect 35%
claimant rate.

And Girls Who Code gets the leftovers, nice.

11. I guuuuuess this says that only the 15% rate
must stay. They could remove the $1M limit to
qualify for example?

12. Ok this is legit news.

The small app program “costs” Apple $59M/yr. 
Reminder: They make $10B/yr from apps. $
That’s 0.59%.

13. Sounds like the new price points will be
added at the low end? So lots of random prices
like $2.19 or $1.69.

14. App Review will change nothing. 

Alllrighty.

15. The lawyers want it on the record that they
got lots of money for Apps (and should be paid a
small fee of that money, of course).

16. Annnnd there it is: The lawyers will get paid
OUT OF THE SMALL DEVELOPERS
ASSISTANCE FUND. 

$30M of $100M of the SMALL DEVELOPERS
ASSISTANCE fund goes to the lawyers. $%&
I can’t. This is just too good.

17. LOL, then 4 pages of reasons why the lawyers
think they should get $30M.

18. The end. What a joke. 

No rule changes, just clarifications. And $70M
self-punishment (0.5% of one year’s app store
profits).

The media coverage of this is exhausting. Their
incentive for clickbait is cancerous to society.

19. For the record, what I want *for the
ecosystem*.

- Apple to act quick, courts will f us all
- 15/20%
- no conquesting
- no sideloading
- no alt payments
- can’t link to payments, can mention
- “report fraud” button
- punishment for rule breaking
- universal paywall
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You can follow @rjonesy.
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